
- CANON II Obligations to the Public
- CANON VI Obligations to the Environment
  - Advise of impacts of projects on climate change, impacts of climate change on projects
  - Design equitably for human health and well-being
  - Design for resilience and adaptation
BRP: Disruption, Evolution and Change (May, 2019)

• Redefine HSW to include: climate change, resilience, human health
• Regulatory framework must move towards outcome-based codes and performance standards
• Everything must get to zero: new and existing building stock

Resolution for Urgent and Sustained Climate Action (June 2019)

• Until zero-net carbon practice is standard
• Prioritize urgent climate action as HSW issue
• Exponentially accelerate decarbonization of the built environment
• Multi-year strategy for education, practice, advocacy, and outreach
• Guidelines for Ethical Practice on Climate Action
• Revise Public Policies and Position Statements
• Adopt and implement recs of Blue Ribbon Panel
AIA Codes and Standards

The Virtuous Cycle of Voluntary Commitments and Code

1. Leaders set above-code performance targets
2. Normalize performance targets through design practice
3. Codify performance targets
4. Local policy & code advocacy
5. Model code advocacy
6. Design an energy efficient building
7. Efficient building envelope / daylighting
8. Passive heating / cooling / ventilation
9. Efficient systems / equipment / controls
10. Address the remaining building’s energy needs with:
   - On-site renewable energy
   - Off-site renewable energy
   - Wind + solar + hydro (other non-CO2 emitting sources)